GIORGIA

1700/1900
1890

976
305
2150/2250

Wooden bedframe with structural slatted base

Wooden storage bed with structural liftable slatted base
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80

max. mattress
height: 200 mm

max. mattress
height: 200 mm

2-position wooden liftable slatted base
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225

225

305

305

50

180

Storage unit with metal frame;
plinth and bottom panel in melamine

Wooden feet 60x60

TECHNICAL DETAILS
HEADBOARD
Curved tapered multilayer panels coated with MDF, oak fumè, oak melange*, or lacquered mat finish.
Horizontal groovings for a slatted look. Supporting rear panel in wooden agglomerate laminated, in the same finish as the adjustable panels or in mat lacquer.
Mechanism for adjusting panels in 5 reclining positions in zinc-coated steel and natural anodized aluminium.
Hinge for rotating reclining panels, in brass with a satin nickel finish.
STORAGE BED
Frame and bottom panel with thickness of 38 mm and an ambience upgraded finish.
Bedframe in MDF 80x50mm veneered oak fumè, oak melange*, mat lacquered.
Front corners with metal insert.
The bedframe is fixed to the slatted base, and is lifted simultaneously.
2-position liftable slatted base with wooden frame and slats. Slatted base is raised with 1100 NW pistons.
Attention: the pistons are set for lifting the slatted base with the weight of a mattress upon it (1600x2000 - Kg. 33 max)
Open only with mattress. If mattress is removed keep the slatted base lifted.
Usable storage space: 1280x1800xH.180mm.
BED WITH STRUCTURAL SLATTED BASE
Structural slatted base in wood, with prefitted horizontal crossbars in varnished steel for the fixing of headboard and feet (for more details see chapter “Slatted
bases”). Bedframe in MDF 80x50mm veneered oak fumè, oak melange*, mat lacquered.
Front corners with insert in satined metal.
60 x 60 mm square feet in same finish as bed.
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GIORGIA
Wooden storage bed with 2-position slatted base
Headboard panels adjustable in 5 reclining positions.
Headboard and bedframe in oak fumè, oak melange*, mat lacquer.
Bottom panel in melamine ambience included.
NB: the plinth is confirmed in the same finish as the bedframe.
Max. mattress height: 200 mm

Dimensions mattress

1600 x 2000

Dimensions bed W x L

1700 x 2150

Code

GR1A

Bedframe and headboard
oak fumè
oak melange*
mat lacquer

3.346
3.346
3.400

2nd (horizontal) position for making the bed

670

1450

1st position for gaining access to storage unit

300

Wooden bed with flat structural slatted base
Headboard panels adjustable in 5 reclining positions.
Headboard and bedframe in oak fumè, oak melange*, mat lacquer.
60 x 60 mm square feet in same finish as bed.
Max. mattress height: 200 mm

Dimensions mattress

1600 x 2000

1800 x 2000

Dimensions bed W x L

1700 x 2150

1900 x 2150

GR1B

GR3B

2.496
2.496
2.678

2.871
2.871
2.728

Dimensions mattress

1600 x 2100

1800 x 2100

Dimensions bed W x L

1700 X 2250

1900 x 2250

GR4B

GR6B

2.821
2.821
2.686

2.893
2.893
2.738

Code
Bedframe and headboard
oak fumè
oak melange*
mat lacquer

Code
Bedframe and headboard
oak fumè
oak melange*
mat lacquer

* Oak melange: available until July 2014
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GIORGIA FOR SPECIAL SLATTED BASE

1686/1886
1890 Testata

970/1020
320/370
2110/2210

Metal crossbars for slatted base
Pair of wooden distance spacers
H.25mm to raise slatted base
Usable H for slatted base:
A - H.150mm.
B - H.125mm.
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B

150/200

320/370

175

A

Wooden feet 60x60 H.150/200mm.
Wooden bedframe in blockboard panel

TECHNICAL DETAILS
HEADBOARD
Curved tapered multilayer panels coated with MDF, oak fumè, oak melange* or lacquered in mat.
Horizontal groovings for a slatted look.
Supporting rear panel in wooden agglomerate laminated in the same finish as the adjustable panels or in mat lacquer.
Mechanism for adjusting panels in 5 reclining positions in zinc-coated steel and natural anodized aluminium.
BED BASES FOR SPECIAL SLATTED BASES
Base frame in block wood with thickness of 38 mm, oak fumè, oak melange* or lacquered in mat.
Metal crosspieces with an epoxy lacquer finish for supporting slatted base.
60 x 60 mm square feet in same finish as bed.
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GIORGIA FOR SPECIAL SLATTED BASE
Wooden bed for special slatted base (slatted base not included)

Dimensions mattress

1600 x 2000

1800 x 2000

Headboard panels adjustable in 5 reclining positions.
Headboard and bedframe in oak fumè, oak melange*, mat lacquer.
Feet 60x60mm H.150 in the finishes: oak fumè, melange*, mat lacquer.
Horizontal crossbars for slatted base in metal with black epoxy varnish.
Pair of wooden distance spacers H.25mm to raise slatted base included.
N.B. - The mattress must not exceed the 160mm height over the
bedframe, to allow the movement of the adjustable headboard
panels
Usable space to position slatted base:
1610/1810 x 2015/2115mm.

Dimensions bed W x L

1686 x 2110

1886 x 2110

GR1BS

GR3BS

2.346
2.346
2.363

2.371
2.371
2.399

Dimensions mattress

1600 x 2100

1800 x 2100

Dimensions bed W x L

1686 x 2210

1886 x 2210

GR4BS

GR6BS

2.346
2.346
2.363

2.371
2.371
2.399

CTL16

CTL18

131

138

Code
Bedframe and headboard
oak fumè
oak melange*
mat lacquer

SLATTED BASE NOT INCLUDED (see the chapter on slatted bases, p. 44)

Code
Bedframe and headboard
oak fumè
oak melange*
mat lacquer

Optional:
Code
Pair of wooden distance
spacers H.25mm.

* Oak melange: available until July 2014
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